Units 23-24
Letterland Menu
Each night, choose an activity to practice the words (work from the same list all week). As you
work, help your child understand how the words are similar to one another and different.

Story - Write a story connecting as many of the words on the list as possible.
Change it up with making it super silly sometimes.
Get Active- Pick a type of exercise like jumping rope or jumping jacks and say one
letter each time you move and spell out the words.
Sound Off- Record yourself saying the word and spelling it. Then listen to it again
with the list in front of you and check to see how you did.
Scramble - Write or type the words with plenty of spaces. Cut out the letters, mix
them up, and try to find the words on the list from the big pile of letters.
Practice Test- Do your own practice test at home. You can even do this early in the
week so you know what words are harder for you.
What else can you spell?- Look at the words on the list and think of other words
that follow the same rules and make a new list for the same rules.

Math Menu
Pick 2 nights to do a fun math activity. If you feel like your child needs more practice, please feel
free to use some of these ideas more often.

Flash Cards- Being able to know all your facts to ten is a very important part of
this quarter. Either buy or make flash cards that help kids learn their facts to ten.
Then make a game out of it by timing how fast they can do them.
Board Games- Either play or make a board game that requires your student to add
and/or subtract. Make sure to highlight the math skills involved. For example, if
you are playing Chutes and Ladders, have your child say what number they are on,
how many they must add, and then what number they should move to instead of
just counting out the move.
Make Stories- Make your own addition and subtraction stories. Make them fit the
interest of your child. These should be fun because they can be about anything!

